
                  BATTLE THE BLANKS        TANK FERMENTATION      
Read the passage carefully and fill in the blank spaces with the correct word  
                                                                                                          ANSWERS       L2W 

 

This method of making SPARKLING wines is far less EXPENSIVE than 

bottle fermentation. It is also less demanding of manpower. Tank 

fermentation can be used if the winemaker does not wish to develop 

the AUTOLYTIC flavours from the yeast, and instead bring out the 

flavours of the base wines. It is especially suitable for use mainly with 

those AROMATIC grape varieties. 

The process starts by pouring the chosen BASE wine into a specially 

strongly REINFORCED tank, then adding yeast and SUGAR. The tank 

is then SEALED and second fermentation begins with the bubbles 

forming. Once this has been completed, the yeast is FILTERED away, 

and the wine is bottled under pressure. The cork and CAGE are then 

added. 

Prosecco DOC is a sparkling wine made in North-east ITALY by the 

Tank Method. The grape variety used for the base wine is GLERA. 

This WHITE grape makes light to medium bodied, dry to off-dry 

wines with flavours of APPLE and melon.  

The ASTI Method is a type of tank process, but It starts with the 

grape JUICE and yeast being put in the tank enabling the first 

fermentation to begin. The Carbon DIOXIDE is allowed to escape. 

After a time the tank is sealed and the BUBBLES begin to appear. 

Fermentation is stopped by FILTERING out the yeast before it can 

consume all the sugar and turn it into ALCOHOL. This creates a wine 

which is sparkling, LOW in alcohol and sweet. 

Asti DOCG is made from the MOSCATO or Muscat grape variety in 

the PIEMONTE region of Italy. These sparkling wines are light-bodied 

and fruity, with flavours of PEARS, peaches and grapes, and floral 

aromas. They are noted for being SWEET, but with low alcohol. 


